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Hello, I'm Anthony!  
 
Your wedding day is the most important day of your life, And it is my job to do everything I can to 
make your wedding film the best that it can be. let's make your already amazing wedding day even 
more amazing with a beautiful video that will last forever.  
If you have any questions please feel free to contact me
 
let's make this happen!
.
 

 

$ 1000

ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL

Base Package Qty $1,000

- 5 min Video delivered in  4K 
- 8 hours of coverage 
- Vowels and speeches will Be intertwined into the final video 
- Final video will be delivered 8 weeks

$1,000
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ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL

Extra Hour Qty $100

1 extra hour of coverage. To add multiple hours, type in the quantity

$100

7 Minute Film Qty $200

Instead of the 5-minute film listed in the base package, receive 2 additional minutes added to your 
wedding film and include even more emotion and detail on your wedding day.

$200

10 Minute Film Qty $400

Instead of the 5-minute film listed in the Base package, receive 5 additional minutes added to your 
final Wedding Film. The 10 Minute Film is what everyone wants. It allows for Anthony to put 
everything he captured into your film without cutting anything out. Memories, emotions, details, 
guests - YOUR WEDDING, will be displayed perfectly.

$400

15-20 Minute Film Qty $800

Your wedding turned into a beautiful, cinematic short film. Nothing will be missed. Speeches and 
vows won't need to be shortened as much. Receive 10-15 more minutes of pure spectacle.

$800

Additional Videographer Qty $500

Depending on the size of your wedding - you might feel you need an additional videographer or 
two on top of the 2 that already come in the Base Package. If you're unsure, talk to Anthony about 
your wedding day and timeline and he'll be able to give you better insight.

$500

A  L A  C A R T E
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Toasts Edit Qty $200

Edit includes the best angles and audio files we have available.

$200

RAW Footage of First Dances Qty $50

- Bride & Groom first Dance 
- Daddy-Daughter Dance 
- Mother & Son Dance

$50

Wedding USB Qty $50

your Wedding Video  delivered to you on a knont box USB drive

$50

Wedding Trailer Qty $200

60 Second Highlight Trailer of your Wedding Day, perfect for sharing on Instagram and Social 
Media

$200

Ceremony Edit Qty $300

Along with your highlight film, you'll receive this Ceremony Edit. Video will be 20-30 minutes long, 
and will be of the entire ceremony from start to finish. Footage will be spliced together and color 
graded.

$300

Live Stream Qty $200

A wonderful include loved ones that are not able to attend to be apart of your special day.

$200

Wedding weekend Qty $1,000

Wedding day coverage + two additional days of coverage including dinners, parties, and anything 
else that you might have planned. all footage will be integrated into the final film. *Travel rates may 
apply*.

$1,000
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